OPINION
Americans Fed Up With Corruption

Who is Lawrence “Larry” Summers?
Should an “ethically challenged” individual become leader of the U.S.
Federal Reserve? Who would show up for work, Dr. Jekyll or Mr. Hyde?
(Washington D.C.) July 31, 2013—
Writer Robert Louis Stevenson wrote in
1886 the tale of a man who takes a
potion which turns him from a mildmannered man of science (Dr. Jekyll)
into a homicidal maniac (Mr. Hyde). The
book was turned into a 1931 film whose
star, Fredric March, received an
Academy Award.
Lawrence “Larry” Summers is on
President Obama’s short list to become
the next Chairman of the Federal
Reserve. However, he appears to live
Jekyll and Hyde lives.

Full Investigation Demanded

Figure 1: Which Lawrence “Larry” Summers would show up for
work at the Federal Reserve? A loyal American, Dr. Jekyll, or
an “ethically challenged” pathological liar, Mr. Hyde? Can we
risk the American economy to experiment? Haven’t his policies
and duplicities done enough damage in the world?

The time has come to investigate
Summers’ conduct and relationships
surrounding the 2008 financial crisis.
Up until now, he has escaped scrutiny and sanction from his economist colleagues, the Justice
Department and the mainstream media. This is surprising given the depth and breadth of the
conflicts. The purpose of a free press is to check the excesses of power. However, in this case
the mainstream media appear to have aided and abetted the evident global collusion. JP
Morgan Jamie Dimon’s current “we were just incompetent” excuses1 are farcical. Dimon insults
millions of Americans whose financial futures were forever altered by these conspiracies.
Here is a Summers timeline:
1983-1990 ........ Harvard professor, economics
1991-1993 ........ World Bank, Chief Economist
1993-2001 ........ U.S. Treasury, Secretary (last position under Pres. Bill Clinton)
2001-2006 ........ Harvard, President
2006-2008 ........ D.E. Shaw, Managing Director
2008-2011 ........ National Economic Council (under Pres. Barack Obama)
2011-current ..... Andreessen-Horowitz, special advisor; Harvard, professor

This is clever attorney-supplied wording. Dimon even said that incompetence is not against the law. He is right, but conspiracy,
property theft, collusion, fraud and racketeering are. Will the Harvey Smooth-mouths talk themselves out of another crime?
1
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Summers’ Ethical Duties
To what ethical standards has Summers committed during his career?
1. Economist Code of Ethics – recommend no policy that accrues to your personal benefit
at the expense of the public welfare;
2. Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch – disqualifying and
prohibited financial interests; impartiality in performing official duties; and
3. Business Judgment Rule – duties of loyalty, good faith, due care.

Undisclosed Conflicts of Interest in 2008
Conflicts of interest occur whenever an individual has interests on both sides of a
transaction. For example, if you as a company director recommend that your company purchase
another company in which you hold stock. Or, you have personal relationships with parties on
both sides of a transaction that taint your impartiality. Or, you pass appropriations as a
lawmaker that benefit members of your family and close friends.

Summers, Sandberg, Milner and bailed out Goldman Sachs and Morgan
Stanley—life on both the Russian and American sides of the deal
Larry Summers was profoundly conflicted when he was appointed Director of the National
Economic Council by President Obama in 2008. He had close personal and professional
relationships with Sheryl Sandberg and Yuri Milner who were both clients and partners with
Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley at Facebook and DST-Moscow. Goldman and Morgan
received $30 billion in U.S. taxpayer bailout funds. Then, Goldman funneled billions of those
monies overseas. Then, within a year billions came back in the form of Goldman purchases of
Facebook pre-IPO insider shares which boosted Facebook’s valuation to $100 billion.
Sandberg and Milner stood to benefit greatly from the $30 billion in bailout funds that the
U.S. government gave to Goldman and Morgan—funds that Summers was ostensibly
overseeing for the American taxpayer. These funds fueled a Facebook ecosystem of beneficial
interests associated with Summers’ personal and professional life.
In short, Summers feathered nests, his and friends,’ at the expense of the U.S. taxpayer.
Now he wants to do it again as Chairman of the Federal Reserve.
Given these facts, does such duplicity qualify him to be appointed Chairman of the Federal
Reserve System—a position that relies upon the trust of the American people?
Recently, one of Summers long-time economist colleagues warned a friend away from
dealing with Summers, describing him as “ethically challenged.”
At the very least, the evident conflicts of interest demand a thorough investigation before
Summers would be appointed.
Resources: Congressional Briefings. Scribd. Accessed July 31, 2013
http://www.scribd.com/collections/4039383/Leader-v-Facebook-Congressional-Briefings.
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Figure 2: Lawrence Summers’ 2008 Conflicts of Interest Nondisclosure Accountability Problems.
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Figure 3: Timelines comparing Lawrence Summers, Sheryl Sandberg and Yuri Milner.
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